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This Parts Application Analysis was prepared by Motorola's Government 
Electronics Division as required under the Bendix/Motorola subcontract 
SC-0721 for the ALSEP program. 
·The ALSEP Redundant Command Receiver is a solid state receiver 
with-active redundancy that·may be used to receive either PM or 
PM-FM type signals. This receiver includes two identical electrically 
\ 
separate receivers, consisting of an rf converter, an IF and Audio 
Amp, and a power isolator. In addition, the redundant receiver has 
an rf power divider referred to as an rf coupler, and a selection 
circuit referred to as an audio combiner • 
./ 
The purpose of the Parts Application Analysis is to determine the 
stress level for each part in ea.ch application and to identify any part(s) 
that is stressed beyond its J,"ecommended derating. In this analysis 
the amount of derating was determined from parts ratings at an 
operating temperature of 75°C, which represents the maximum 
temperature anticipated during 2 years of lunar surface operation. 
The analysis has shown that 70% of the parts are stressed below lOo/o 
of the manufacturers rating at 75°C. Only one part exceeds a 50% stress; 
Q 4 in the r£ converter has a VCE of 55o/o which presents no particular 
reliability problem. In conclusion, the analysis has shown that all 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
The part application analysis was performed on the ALSEP Redundant 
Coonnand Receiver for Bendix Aerospace SysJ~ms. The method of analysis 
complied with the technique and form requirements of Task 4 and Task 16 
of the Reliability Program Plan for the ALSEP Redundant Command R~ceiver 
(Motorola Document Number 3875/001, Revision A, dated 30 April 30, 1970). 
The analysis was performed on the design configuration as of Nov-? 30, 
1970. 
This report is considered a final parts application analysis submitted 
to fulfill the requirements of the CDR. 
2.0 REQUIRE}ffiNTS 
The application of all electrical parts has been reviewed. The 
purpose of the analysis was to determine the degree of derating achieved 
for each part in each Application with respect to its electrical capabili-
ties. Part ratings were obtained from vendor data sheets. The amount of 
derating was determined from parts ratings at an operating temperature of 
75°C, which represents the maximum temperature during the mission profile 
of 2 years of lunar surface operation. 
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·Table I presents a summary of the part application analysis. The table 
shoto~s that a majority of the parts (70%) are stressed below 10% of the manu-
facturer 1s rating at the worst case temperature of 'l5°C. 








All junction temperatures of all transistors except Q4 are now l00°C 
or less, and only Q41s voltage derating exceeds 50%. However, since the 
stress ratio is .55, Q4 presents no particular reliability problem area 
(see paragraph 5.o). 
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In conclusion, the Part Application Analysis has shown that all 
electrical parts have been conservatively applied in the Redundant Command 
Receiver at. the maximum expected temperature for the assurance of reliable 
performance during the two-year lunar surface operation. 
4.0 ANALYSIS DETAILS 
The details of the procedure used in the performance of the Part 
Application Analysis is contained·in the following paragraphs. 
The worksheets used in the completion of the PAA are contained in 
App.~ndix A. ·The circuit symbols appearing on these sheets correspond to 
the circuit symbols assigned to the parts appearing on the module drawings. 
The following is a list of schematics and revision letters used in the 
analysis: 
Module Schematic No. Revision 
-----
IF and Audio 63-Pll349B D 
.. RF Converter 63-P1137'7B ·B 
Power Isolator and Audio Combiner 
~0 
B 63-Pl13BB 
Electrical measurements, obtained from breadboard measurements of AC 
and DC voltages and c~rrents, were used to calculate the part stresses. A 
derating was obtained by comparing these calculated stresses with the part 
ratings at a worst case temperature of 75°C. All information. is recorded on 
the worksheets in Appendix A • 
. Once the electrical stress ratio was calculated, a failure rate based 
upon this stres~ ratio and an expected temperature of 45°C was assigned from 
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The following is a set of assumptions and ground rules used in this 
analysis: 
a) Elect·:. leal measurements were made under normal room ambient 
conditions and anticipated typical driving signals and loading. 
b) All connectors have been grouped with the modules in which 
they are assembled. 
c) All select-at-test components were assigned values that would 
result in the worst case stresses of circuit parts. 
d) Part ratings at 75°C were obtained from MIL specs, vendor 
sheets, or IRS's. 
e) Temperature rise in transformers and inductors was estimated 
based upon engineering judgment. 
f) All filters, integrated circuits, solid state amplifiers, and 
crystal oscillators were entered on the '~ISC. PARTS' sheets. 
The parameters considered in the analysis were those considered 
pertinent to the reliability of the application. 
g) Screening factors were used where applicable and appear from 
SM-188 in the Failure Rate multiplier column of the PAA work-
sheets of Appendix A. 
The part application analysis summary sheets appear in Appendix B. For 
each module, failure rates were entered and summed. 
The total failure rate for each module is not the failure rate used in 
the reliability prediction (Motorola Report No. 038). The module failure 
rate was adjusted by the results of the FMECA (Motorola Report No. 035) and 
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As mentioned in paragraph 3.0, Q4 in the RF converter has a junction 
--~-
temperature of 103°C and a voltage stress ratio of .55. Since 55% is not 
greatly above the recommended 50% and since this situation presents no 
problem of reliability significance, no further design changes r~e being 
. 
considered. Also, l0J°C junction temperature is well below the recommended 
-5-
T~ble 1 
Summary of Parts Application Analysis 
STRESS DERATINGS OF TRANSISTORS & DIODES (37 total) 
Voltage Derating (%) 
~Recommended 50% Max.~ Quantit;t 
~10 21 
>10, ~20 2 
>20, ~30 4 
>30, ~40 5 
>40, ~50 2 
>50, ~60 1 
N/A 2 
Junction Temperature 
~Recommended 140°C Max.} guantit;t 
~100°C 36 
>100, ~140°C 1 
















STR~SS DERATING OF PARTS OTHER THAN TRANSISTORS AND DIODES (321 total) 
Stress % Quantity % of Total Module 
:dO 231 72 
>10, ~20 42 13.1 
>20, ~30 9 2.8 
>30, ~40 2 C.6 
>40, ~50 3 0.9 
( C-19-IF aud Audio 
l C=7.C8-Power Isolator 




44% TJ • 97°C 
43% T • 97°C 
• J 
55%,TJ • l0)°C 
Zener Diodes 
Remarks 
TJ = l0)°C 
Remarks 
I 
Ceramic Max ~50%; actual 44% 
Elect. Max ~60%; actual 48% 
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APPENDIX B 
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